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Accoya

Species Name: Pinus radiata

Country of Origin: Accoya begins its life as Radiata Pine 

(Pinus radiata) and is usually grown in New Zealand 

plantations. Radiata Pine used for Accoya timber is 

fast-growing and derived from managed forests.

Woodshop’s Preferred Finish: Teknos

Durability: Excellent, please see warranty. Accoya 

achieves durability class 1 in both EN113 and EN252.

Density: 512 Density (Kg/m³)

Uses: A wide range of internal and external 

woodworking projects, including construction, building 

and joinery. Cladding and decking, windows and doors, 

bridges, canals and other structural applications.

Colour(s): It begins as a cream/light straw colour that 

will age beautifully due to natural weathering into 

silver-grey.
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The Tree: This evergreen conifer is a fast growing, medium density softwood, 

known for being the most widely planted pine on the planet. They will typically 

grow to around 50 - 100 feet tall in the wild and can be identified by their 

bright green needle leaves and sky pointing branches with rounded tops. 

Conservation Status: Listed in IUCN’s (International Union for Conservation of 

Nature) ‘Endangered’ species category.

The Timber: Accoya is created using acetylation, a scientific process where 

the cell structure of the wood is technically altered to improve its properties, 

enhancing its strength and improving its durability. Acetylation is a reaction, 

usually with acetic acid, helping to preserve the wood and improve its ability to 

resist decay. This makes it suitable for a range of applications, both internal and 

external, in ground and in the water. The timber’s appearance is similar to pine 

in both colour and grain pattern although some pieces may have a darker, 

dusky appearance.

Strength: Accoya is famed for its brilliant durability properties that, thanks to 

the acetylation process, surpass Sapele and Teak in terms of rot resistance. You 

can expect a 50 years above ground and a 25 years freshwater life expectancy, 

making it a long-lasting choice that appeals to architects. It has incredible 

dimensional stability and has been tested in all weather conditions as well as a 

number of extreme environments. Accoya wood is also less prone to swelling, 

warping, splitting and shrinking.

Working Qualities: Accoya has great practical workability, machining 

incredibly well, while gluing and finishing very e�ectively. If you want to create 

a clean and flawless face when machining, you may need to take a little more 

o� the surface compared to similar timber types due to the staining caused 

during acetylation.


